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REMIXME: New digital music format lets you experience
every music track anew
Herpers Publishing International presents a new digital music format that enables every
listener to intervene in the mix of the music track.

REMIXME allows access to five individual instrument groups of a song and can set
priorities without making the song sound bad. Drums, bass, instruments, vocals and
background vocals can be switched on or off individually during the song, or their
volume can be changed.
Each song becomes an individual experience. You can switch off the voices or turn them
down so you can sing along yourself, or you can turn off the guitars to play along with
the pure singing of your artist.
The art of the individual musicians in music track is therefore much more in the focus of
the listener and fan. With a click on the SOLO button you can switch off all other
instruments and concentrate only on the individual musician.
The REMIXME Mixing Console has been programmed to be easy to understand. The
original mix of the song always remains in the foreground and can never be changed
beyond recognition.
The creator of the format and programmer of the apps, York-Patrick Herpers, uses his
own music productions to demonstrate the various app formats “Single”, “Maxis Single”
and “Album”. All three formats can be downloaded for free from the Apple App Store,
Google Play and Amazon Apps.
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The REMIXME format can be generated by any music production in premastering in just
a few steps. Using the existing cover, an individual app is created that offers artists and
music companies a new form of marketing.
Links zu den kostenlosen Apps:

REMIXME SINGLE: Te Quiero | York Patrick
REMIXME MAXI SINGLE: Der Weg Ist Das Ziel | York Patrick
REMIXME ALBUM: La Vida Es Un Baile | York Patrick

REMIXME SINGLE: Te Quiero | York Patrick
REMIXME MAXI SINGLE: Der Weg Ist Das Ziel | York Patrick
REMIXME ALBUM: La Vida Es Un Baile | York Patrick
Further information at:
http://www.remixme.club
Contact:
York-Patrick Herpers
team@remixme.de
Copyright free / specimen copy requested
To York-Patrick Herpers:
Before founding Herpers Publishing International (2005), he worked as a new media
consultant for the German music industry. Sonopress GmbH, PhonoNet GmbH, Warner
Music Germany and edel AG were among his biggest customers. His developments
include scanner stations for large trading houses, the Music Promotion Network and
Vendor Managed Inventory Systems. As an author and publisher, he developed board
game books, educational comics and folding coloring books, among other things. He
has lived on the Costa Blanca in southern Spain since 2017 and sells his developments
worldwide in more than 6 languages.
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